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In daily life, many" chances" are very important for us. They represent people’s 
expectations to achieve certain interest or to avoid certain loss at certain time in the 
future. Can one appeal to the court for proper compensation when a person loses some 
chance due to other people’s negligence?  This has always been a controversial topic 
in the academic circle. According to the traditional tort law theory, there are so many 
plights determining loss and the causality in cases of loss of chance that the party 
losing a chance is unable to get proper compensation in China’s judicial practice. With 
the continuous development of society, people are increasingly putting emphasis on 
many chance interests. To establish the system of compensation for damage of the loss 
chance is not only the need for the tort law to meet the development of the times, but 
also the requirement to balance liability, uphold justice and reasonably construct the 
disciplinary mechanism .Based on the introduction of the chance loss theory and 
related judicial practices in the United States, Britain, France, Japan and other 
countries ,this thesis further proves the legitimacy and rationality of the chance itself 
as tort damages. It makes clear of the basis of the claim right to get compensate for 
damages due to the loss of chance and its identification rules of the causality. It also 
put forward the relevant judicial recommendations in terms of the actual situation in 
China. The thesis is divided into five parts:  
The first chapter mainly introduces the concepts and features of the chance, 
chance interests, and analyzes the plights of the cases of chance loss applied the 
traditional tort law.; 
The second chapter mainly explores the theories and judicial practices about the 
chance loss in the Anglo-American legal system and continental legal system, 
focusing on the relevant theories in the United States, Britain, France, Japan and other 
countries. 
The third chapter analyzes the theoretical basis of getting compensation due to 
the loss of chance. Through introducing the price chance theory, the autonomous 
theory, the deterrence theory and the expected interest theory, the author argues that 
the chance opportunity itself should be considered as a legal interest, and it has 
legitimacy and rationality in the tort law. 














chance loss. A dichotomy is advocated to judge causality. When we judge the 
causality between the tort acts and the occurrence of damages, we can adopt the 
conventional identification rules of causality. When we judge the causality in 
compensation, we can uses the proportional identification rules of causality. 
The fifth chapter analyzes the feasibility of construction of China's the system of 
compensation for damage of the loss chance by introducing such three aspects as 
policy consideration on the system of compensation for damage of the loss chance, 
calculation methods of compensation for damage of the loss chance and the applicable 
limitation of the system of compensation for damage of the loss chance. 
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案例二：2001 年 l 月，深圳天虹商场有限公司推出有奖销售活动，活动内容
是：凡购物每满 200 元或购买网上天虹卡 500 元的，凭当日电脑小票领取抽奖券
一张，特等奖两名，可获得别克轿车终身使用权，幸运奖二十名，各奖 29 时康
佳彩电一台。1 月 20 日，张某在天虹商场深南商场购物 344 元，获得有奖销售
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